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INTRODUCTION:
This goal of this project is to create a robotic tiger that can jump forward. The robot will be self contained
and must jump via air muscles.
(not interested) 0--------1--------2--------3---------4----------5 (very interested)
My interest level: 4
I am interested in this project as I am interested in robotics. It is a topic that I have not yet explored but is
one that I wish to explore. I also am interested in the potential for bioengineering applications that air
muscles have, and would like to learn more about them. I am not aware of any other students that are
interested in the project.
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION:


Project Name (tentative):



Project Number, if known:



Preferred Start/End Quarter in Senior Design:
Fall/Winter
Fall/Spring
Winter/Spring



Faculty Champion: (technical mentor: supports proposal development, anticipated technical mentor during project

Air Muscle Powered Jumping Robotic Tiger

execution; may also be Sponsor)

Name
Dr. Lamkin-Kennard

Dept.
ME

Email
kalme@rit.edu

Phone
585-475-6775

For assistance identifying a Champion: B. Debartolo (ME), G. Slack (EE), J. Kaemmerlen (ISE), R. Melton (CE)



Other Support, if known: (faculty or others willing to provide expertise in areas outside the domain of the Faculty
Champion)

Name



Dept.

Email

Phone

Project “Guide” if known: (project mentor: guides team through Senior Design process and grades students; may
also be Faculty Champion)



Primary Customer, if known (name, phone, email): Dr. Lamkin-Kennard; kalme@rit.edu



Sponsor(s): (provider(s) of financial support)
Name/Organization
Dr. Lamkin-Kennard

Contact Info.
kalme@rit.edu
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PROJECT OVERVIEW:
The motivation behind this project is to demonstrate expanded capability for air muscles. Air muscles are
pneumatic bladders that contract in length when pressurized. This contraction approximates the force
profile of a biological muscle tissue, while also being lightweight. Air muscles have been used in a variety
of applications, notably in the bioengineering field. Artificial limbs, walking aids, and even exoskeletons
have all been powered via air muscles. Dr. Lamkin-Kennard has sponsored several past senior design
projects that have used air muscles to provide movement, such as an artificial hand, a robotic crab, and a
robotic ant.
The specific goal of this project is to show that air muscles can be used to make a robot jump. Dr.
Lamkin-Kennard would like to further the research done on air muscles at RIT and expand their
capabilities to non-rigid motion; motion in which the body both changes its position as well as its shape.
Furthering research on non-rigid capabilities of air muscles can support further developments in the
creation of artificial limbs. This type of motion is very similar to what would be required of artificial legs.
A self contained robot resembling a tiger is to be built that can jump forward and safely land. Air muscles
must be used to power the jumping motion. This project can benefit greatly from the work done involving
air muscles by previous senior design teams.
See Page 5 for a list of previous related MSD projects.
DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The goal of this section is provide enough detail for faculty to assess whether the proposed project scope and required skills
are appropriate for 5th year engineering students working over two quarters. The sequence of the steps listed below may
depend on your project, and the process is usually iterative, so feel free to customize. Emphasis is on the “whats” (qualitative
and quantitative), not the “hows” (solutions), except for the section on “potential concepts,” which is necessary to assess the
appropriateness of required skills and project scope. Not all of the information in this section may be shared with students.
(Attach extra documentation as needed).



Customer Needs:
Customer
Need

Importance
(1 = highest)

CN1

1

CN2

1

CN3

1

CN4

2

CN5

2

CN6

2

CN7

2

CN8

3

CN9

3

Description

Can jump forward a distance equal to at least the length of its
body (only 1 jump required per tank fill)
Use air muscles to provide jumping force
Lands safety without damage
Is ready to jump again after landing, without user adjustment of
robot body or legs
Self contained (on board power sources)
Portable (small enough for one person to carry)
Reasonable battery life; battery charging takes hours
Resemble a tiger
Controls do not yield a noticeable delay
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Functional Decomposition:
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Potential Concepts: Generate a short list of potential concepts (solutions) to realize the system and associated
functions. This may involve benchmarking or reverse engineering of existing solutions. For each concept and its
associated function(s), generate a list of key tasks or skills needed to design and realize the function(s), and identify which
disciplines (ME, EE, CE, ISE, …) are likely to be involved in the design and realization of the function(s). See the
“PRP_Checklist” document for a list of student skills by department. Potential concepts, skills, and tasks should not be
shared with students.

See attached


Specifications (or Engineering/Functional Requirements): Translates “voice of the customer” into “voice of
the engineer.” Specifications describe what the system should (shall) do in language that has engineering formality.
Specifications are quantitative and measureable because they must be testable/ verifiable, so they consist of a metric
(dimension with units) and a value. We recommend utilizing the aforementioned functional decomposition to identify
specifications at the function/ sub-function levels. Target values are adequate at this point – final values will likely be set
after students develop concepts and make tradeoffs on the basis of chosen concepts. Consider the following types of
specifications:geometry (dimensions, space), kinematics (type & direction of motion), forces, material, signals, safety,
ergonomics (comfort, human interface issues), quality, production (waste, factory limitations), assembly,
transport/packaging, operations (environmental/noise), maintenance, regulatory (UL, IEEE, FDA, FCC, RIT).

Spec

Source

Metric

Unit of
Measure

Marginal
Value

Ideal
Value

Preferred
Direction

S1

CN1

Horizontal Jump
Distance

Feet

1*body
length

1.5*body
length

Up

S2

CN2

Uses Air Muscles

Binary

S3

CN3

Sliding Distance
After Landing

Inches

S4

CN4

Self Contained

Binary

S5

CN6

Overall Weight

Lbs

50

25

Down

S6

CN6

Overall Length

Feet

4

2

Down

S7

CN6

Overall Height

Feet

2

1

Down

S8

CN6

Overall Width

Feet

1

S9

CN8

Resemble a Tiger

Binary

S10

CN2

Regulated Air
Pressure

psi

S11

CN2

S12

CN9

Voltage From
Power Source
Response Time
to Jump
Command

Yes
Down
Yes

Down
Subjective; at least
have a body, 4 legs,
head, black/orange

Yes
<60

V

s

Comments

0.2
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0.1
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For safety of air
muscles
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S13

CN7

Battery Life

# of
Jumps

S14

CN8

Four Actuated
Legs

Binary

50

100

Up

Yes

Constraints: External factors that, in some way, limit the selection of solution alternatives. They are usually imposed on
the design and are not directly related to the functional objectives of the system but apply across the system (eg. cost and
schedule constraints). Constraints are often included in the specifications list but they often violate the abstractness
property by specifying “how”.



Project Deliverables: Expected output, what will be “delivered” – be as specific and thorough as possible.



Budget Estimate: A significant amount of legacy hardware exists from previous projects. Existing
hardware includes air muscles, solenoids, valves, and a portable compressed air tank. The team is
expected to use this hardware as much as possible to reduce costs.
Estimate of most expensive items

Item

Cost ($)

Battery:
24V 2000mAh
NiMH

39.99

Battery Charger
Microcontroller:
Arduino Mega
2560

26.95

Springs
Air Tank
Regulator
Air Muscles

22-7
Free
Free
Free

Total cost:

153.93



64.99

Source
http://www.allbattery.com/onenimh24v20
00mahbatterywithbareleads
forebikesscootersandrobots.asp
x
http://www.batteryspace.co
m/universalsmartcharger15
afor19224vnimhnicdbatterypackswi
thtamiyaconnector.aspx
http://www.radioshack.com
/product/index.jsp?productI
d=12272877
http://www.mcmaster.com/
#catalog/118/1212/=k3guhi
Dr. Lamkin-Kennard
Dr. Lamkin-Kennard
Dr. Lamkin-Kennard

Comment

Microcontroller is to be used instead of
Labview to comply with the need to be
self contained
Depending on specific size of spring
chosen (which depends on size of legs)
Legacy parts
Legacy parts
Legacy parts
(Assumed $22 springs, without tax or
shipping)

Intellectual Property (IP) considerations: Describe any IP concerns or limitations associated with the project. Is
there patent potential? Will confidentiality of any data or information be required?



Other Information: Describe potential benefits and liabilities, known project risks, etc.



Continuation Project Information, if appropriate:


PO 8023 Air Muscle Artificial Limb
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PO 8023 Air Muscle Artificial Limb
PO 8024 Air Muscle Artificial Limb II
PO 9023 Air Muscle Artificial Limb – Next Generation
PO 10023 Process Development for Developing Air Muscle Technologies
PO 11023 Biomimetic Crab
PO 12029 RoboAnt: Air Muscle Powered, Self-Contained Robotic Ant

STUDENT STAFFING:


Skills Checklist: Complete the “PRP_Checklist” document and include with your submission.



Anticipated Staffing Levels by Discipline:
Discipline

How
Many?

Anticipated Skills Needed (concise descriptions)

EE
5

ME

ME1: CAD models and fabrication of body and leg components, planning
and building of test fixtures
ME2: Air muscle analysis/design, air tank interface/regulation/distribution
ME3: Dynamics and force analysis, systems engineer (bridge subsystems)
ME4: Controls logic and programming
ME5: Solenoid interface, battery selection/interface design, circuit design
and construction

CE
ISE
Other

OTHER RESOURCES ANTICIPATED:
Describe resources needed to support successful development, implementation, and utilization of the project. This could
include specific faculty expertise, laboratory space and equipment, outside services, customer facilities, etc. Indicate if
resources are available, to your knowledge.
Category

Description

Faculty

Environment
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Equipment

Materials

Other

Prepared by:

Jeff Manicone

Date:
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Jeff Manicone
Engineering Analysis: Air Muscle Robotic Jumping Tiger
Concern 1: Force required for lift
I am worried about whether or not air muscles can provide enough force to lift the robot off the
ground and move it forward. I could not find the actual weight listed from the previous senior
design group’s robotic ant, but professor Lamkin-Kennard let me see the robot in person. Based
on the size and materials I would estimate that the robot weighed somewhere between 20 and
30lbs. From research online, larger air muscles are capable of lifting over 100lbs a piece.
My model is approximated as 2D device in which the legs are linear actuators that lift the robot
by extending quickly over a distance. My model neglects any rotational effects by assuming the
force provided by each leg is equal and the robot center of mass is in the geometric center of the
robot.

The table below shows how the jumping forces vary as the weight of the robot changes, as well
as calculations of the above equations. The actuator length and actuator accelerations were
chosen to meet the customer need of a horizontal jump of at least 1.5 times the body length. The
body length was estimated to be 1 foot. At a robot weight of 30lbs the resultant jumping force

(the vector sum of the horizontal (friction) and vertical (normal) forces) is just 245 lbs, well
within the capability of the force generated by several air muscles; a single 30mm shadow air
muscle has a maximum pulling force of 154 lbs. The pulling force of the muscle still needs to be
translated to a pushing force of the leg on the ground but this analysis shows that the forces
needed to get the required jump distances seem reasonable for the strength of air muscles.

Weight (lb)

Mass (slug)

Actuator Length (ft)

Launch Angle, θ (°)

Actuator ay (ft/s2)

Actuator ax (ft/s2)

Actuation Time (s)

V0y (ft/s)

V0x (ft/s)

Flight Time (s)

Vertical Jump (ft)

Horizontal Jump (ft)

Horizontal Jump
Force (lb)

Vertical Jump Force
(lb)

Resultant force (lb)

20
25
30
35
40
45

0.62
0.78
0.93
1.09
1.24
1.40

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

45
45
45
45
45
45

200
200
200
200
200
200

120
120
120
120
120
120

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

6.55
6.55
6.55
6.55
6.55
6.55

3.93
3.93
3.93
3.93
3.93
3.93

0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60

74.6
93.2
111.9
130.5
149.2
167.8

144.3
180.4
216.5
252.6
288.6
324.7

162.5
203.1
243.7
284.3
324.9
365.5

Concern 2: Number of jumps on a single tank of compressed air
Ideally the robot would be able to make several jumps in a row (10+) without needing to refill its
air tank. The customer requirement is only that the robot makes a single jump on a single air fill,
but more jumps are preferred. A review of the robotic ant’s calculations gave some rough
estimates for parameters. I conservatively estimated a total of 8 muscles (2 pushing muscles per
leg to allow for fast contraction times), at a volume of 1.5 cubic inches each, and a pressure of
60psi in each muscle. According to testing done by the air muscle crab team, 60psi was enough
to lift 60lbs. A typical air tank size is 48 cubic inches at a pressure of 3000psi. With these specs,
the muscles would have a total volume of 96 cubic inches per cycle assuming each muscle is
fully inflated on a single jump. Dividing the tanks volume*pressure by the muscles’
volume*pressure yields 25 jumps meeting the customers auxiliary request of multiple jumps on a
single air fill.
Concern 3: Battery Weight/Life
Similarly, battery life is a concern for a self contained robot. The main source of electrical
consumption comes from the solenoids used to trigger the air muscles. The robotic ant used 3
solenoids per leg with a 2000mAh battery. Three solenoids per leg over four legs yields 12
solenoids for the robotic tiger. Their solenoids required 27mA each per actuation. In an effort to
reduce costs, it is probable that the same solenoids may be used for the robotic tiger. Dividing
the battery life (L) by the total current yields 6.2 hours. At 6.2 hours, battery life should not be a
concern.

Battery weight has been determined to not be an issue. 2000mAh batteries that are lightweight
are not very expensive.
http://www.all-battery.com/onenimh24v2000mahbatterywithbareleadsforebikesscootersandrobots.aspx:
This NiMH 2000mAh 24VDC battery was found online. It costs only $40 while weighing only
1.15 lbs.

Jeff Manicone
Air Muscle Jumping Robotic Tiger: Benchmarking
Pressure
Force
Self
in Air
Generated Contained?
Muscle
MSD Robotic
Ant
MSD Robotic
Crab
ShadowRobot
Artificial Hand

85 psi

30 lb

Yes

60 psi

60 lb

No

51 psi

-

No

Electrical
Source
24V NiMH
Battery
(2000mAh)
24 VDC
(wall)
24 VDC
(wall)

Cost

$411

$143
$100k+ (to
buy)

Robotic Ant

Robotic Crab

ShadowRobot Artificial Hand

Specific Benchmark: Mowgli
http://www.isi.imi.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~niiyama/pdf/Niiyama2007_ICRA2007_ThC5-2_Mowgli.pdf

Mowgli is a tethered bipedal jumping robot that was presented in 2007 by a collaborative effort
between three people at three different institutions in Japan. The robot’s jumping force is
provided by air muscles and the robot lands safely. The tether provides compressed air from a
compressor, electricity, and commands from a computer. Each leg has three air muscles with the
opposing force being provided by a passive spring to return the leg to the crouched position.
Mowgli is able to jump up to heights greater than 50% of its fully extended height. It can also
jump forward though the cited reference did not provide specs on this.
Mass
(kg)

Extended
Height
(m)

Leg
DOF
3

3

Jump
Height
(m)

0.9

Muscle
Diameter
(m)

0.5 .006-.01

Self
Contained?
Yes

Mowgli Specs
Air Muscle Benchmark/Research

General air muscle info:










Force decreases as it contracts, just like a real muscle. The first few percent of contraction are
very powerful.
Can be used to move a lever; use 2 muscles or 1 muscle and 1 spring to move the lever up and
down.
The maximum movement of the lever can be safely assured as the maximum elongation of the
muscles is known.
Air muscles have no ‘stiction’ (static friction) allowing for an immediate and smooth response.
Forces up to 700N can be produced at just a few bars of pressure.
Air muscles should be fully elongated at the beginning of the muscle movement.
Contraction time can be varied. For high contraction times use high throughput valves
attached as close as possible to the muscle with a large bore tube. For slow contraction times
add air restrictors into the tubes. Very slow contraction speeds can be attained.
Over contracting should be avoided. Shadow recommends staying in the 0%-20% contraction

range.

Shadow 30mm Air Muscle Properties:
http://www.shadowrobot.com/airmuscles/
http://www.shadowrobot.com/downloads/datasheet_30mm_sam.pdf

Shadow 30mm Air Muscle
Max Length Contraction
Mass
Avg Contraction Time
Max Contraction Time
Pull at 3.5 bar
Maximum Pull

37
80
0.5
0.1
12
70

%
g
s
s
kg
kg

Fully stretched (50N) at:
0 bar
3bar
Thinnest Diameter
17 mm
30 mm
Active Length*
230 mm
150 mm
*contractible air muscle length, not including fittings

The first 3 graphs below show the contraction of the muscle as the pressure is increased to 3.5
bar (lower line), then decreased back to 0 bar (upper line), under several static loads. The last 2
graphs show contraction speed at forces of 45N and 130N, respectively.
The contraction-pressure charts below confirm the notion that air muscles produce the majority
of their force during the initial inflation before reaching a plateau in contraction and therefore a
plateau in force production. This non-linear force profile adds complexity to the modeling of the
jump as a non constant acceleration of the robot will occur.
The contraction time charts show the quick fill speeds that air muscles are capable of. At a 45N
load, 30% contraction is achieved in approximately .1s. These quick fill times may enable air
muscles to be used to absorb the landing forces. Furthermore, comparing the two fill time charts,
it can be seen that faster fill times are achieved with smaller loads placed on the muscle.
Therefore it may be beneficial to use multiple air muscles for each legs’ movements (pushing
and pulling). For example, using two air muscles for each leg’s pushing motion will lower the
load on each muscle and allow for quicker contractions, larger launch accelerations, and larger
initial launch velocities.

Jeff Manicone
Potential Concepts
Receiving Commands:
1. Commands could be made via a wireless controller. The commands most likely would not be
very complicated. A jump command is all that would be necessary. This would add complexity to
the design but perhaps would be good from a MSD design because adding a wireless
communication device, along with circuit design and battery selction may be enough to warrant
having an EE team member.
2. The jump command could be made via the push of a button on the robot. A delay could be built
in to allow the user to get away from the robot after pushing the jump button. The button could be
pushed once per jump or a sequence of jumps could be programmed to be executed upon pushing
the jump button. This would be fairly easy to implement but is less appealing than a remote
command.

Movement of the leg:
1. The leg can be moved by two opposing air muscles; one to extend the leg, and one to retract the
leg. This would allow for a great deal of control specifically when landing. However, using two
air muscles per leg doubles the amount of controls that would be needed if only using one muscle
per leg such described below.
2. The leg can be moved by one air muscle for extension and one opposing spring for retraction.
This does not allow for as much control as using two opposing air muscles but reduces the
amount of control signals and actuators needed.

Diagram of possible model for the robot leg
Landing
1. A system of springs could be used to allow for safe landing. Safe landing will be defined by
landing upright on 4 legs, and by not moving more than a certain distance (to be specified
later) after first contacting the ground. The springs could act as shocks to cushion the robot

and dissipate the force. This idea is appealing in that springs are very easy to characterize.
Additionally, this landing system would require no controls.
2. Similarly, hydraulic shocks could be used to allow for a safe landing. Can also be combined
with springs. This utilizes the return force of the springs, as well as the enhanced dampening
effects of the hydraulics. This also requires no additional controlling to initiate a safe landing.

Hydraulic/spring shock
3. If sets of opposing muscles are used, the opposing muscle (in the position of the spring in the
above picture) could slowly contract to absorb the impact and allow for a safe landing. This
would fit in line with the customers desire to further the work done with air muscles.
Benchmarking shows that air muscles can have fill times of as little as .1s, so this may be
feasible. However, the controls will most likely be very complex to sense the ground and
contract accordingly.
4. Prosthetic-like legs such as the ones used by South African Olympian Oscar Pistorius could
also be used to absorb the landing impact. This would be of interest to the customer due to
their bioengineering application. Again this method of landing would require no additional
controls. This could be combined with any of the above concepts.

Prosthetic leg

Air Muscle Powered Jumping Robotic Tiger
MSDI: Winter 2012 MSDII: Spring 2013
Project Description: The motivation behind this project is to
demonstrate expanded capability for air muscles. Air muscles
are pneumatic bladders that contract in length when pressurized.
Air muscles have been used in a variety of bioengineering
applications. The goal of this project is to show that air muscles
can be used to make a robot jump, expanding the functionality
of air muscles for use in bioengineering applications.

http://www.plasticpals.com/?p=30286

Current Tentative MSD Team:
Customer/Faculty Consultant: Dr. Lamkin-Kennard
Team Members: Jeff Manicone (project lead), 5 other ME students
Feasibility:
-Force required for desired jump distances:
A simplified model’s analysis predicts that a 30lb robot would require 250lbs of jumping force.
A common air muscle can produce up to 150 lbs force. At 1-2 air muscles per leg, getting the
necessary jumping force from air muscles should not be a concern.
-Issues related to being un-tethered:
All power must be contained on board; battery and air tank life both are issues of importance.
Based on benchmarking of similar projects, solenoids are responsible for the majority of the
power consumption. Using solenoids that have performed similar function on previous projects,
battery life has been estimated to be over 6 hours. Similar benchmarking was done to analyze
tank life. Even at two air muscles per leg, 25 jumps can be expected on a single tank of air.
Functional Decomposition:

Allow battery
insertion and
removal
Receive Electrical
Power

Regulate power

Distribute
current
Allow air tank
insertion and
removal
Recieve
Compressed Air

Regulate air
pressure
Distribute air to
muscles

Lift itself off the
ground and land
ahead of itself

Receive jump
command

Jump Forward

Activate
solenoids
Inflate air
muscles
Deflate muscles
(absorb impact)

Land on legs

Check position of
leg joint angles
Reset legs to
'ready' position

